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Brand guidelines 
OVERVIEW

This document is designed 
to help you make decisions in 
support of our story so that 
we’re all communicating about 
the Graduate School of Theology 
in a consistent, compelling way. 
There’s a deeply informed  
rationale for everything 
here—every visual and verbal 
element. These pages reflect the 
thought process that went into 
developing the brand and offer 
guidance for making it work.

Note: This guide is all about the Graduate 
School of Theology’s brand, which is a  
sub-brand of the University of Redlands 
master brand. For information about the 
Redlands master brand, see the master  
brand guidelines. 

WHAT IS A BRAND?

A brand is more than a logo or a 
tagline; it’s an enduring platform that 
articulates an organization’s unique 
identity and point of view. It can help 
an organization connect with many 
audiences through informed and 
relevant interactions. 

Our brand at the Graduate School of 
Theology is related to the University of 
Redlands master brand—although as 
you’ll see, the two are distinct in many 
ways. Because the School’s brand 
exists underneath the larger Redlands 
umbrella, we sometimes call it a  
sub-brand. Either way, it’s the promise 
we make to our audiences every day. 
 

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

Our brand is how we communicate the 
important role we serve here in the  
Bay Area of California and beyond.  
It’s how we differentiate ourselves from 
our peers and ensure that we’re delivering 
on the promise we’re making to those  
we serve.

At the Graduate School of Theology,  
our brand focuses on our distinct offer as 
a Protestant/Presbyterian institution to 
face complexity head on and welcome all 
walks of life in order to redefine ministry 
and build meaningful community. These 
ideas help us stand out among our 
competitors and connect with a wide 
range of people. 
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THE DIFFERENTIATOR 
The overarching idea that  
ties everything together.

THE HOOK 
The compelling way to 
verbalize positioning and 
frame unique stories.

• overarching theme 
• voice and tone
• visual toolkit

• brand promise 
• personality
• messaging

• positioning
• audiences

• viewbooks
• brochures
• direct mail
• email campaign

• case statements
• impact report
• email/newsletter  
   campaign
• events

BRAND CAMPAIGN

• PSAs
• print ads
• digital ads
• radio ads

RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENTAWARENESS AWARENESSADVANCEMENT ADVANCEMENT

THE PROOF 
The collective tactics and  
the stories within, told through 
the creative platform.

MASTER BRAND STRATEGY

MASTER BRAND CREATIVE PLATFORM

CAMPAIGN EXECUTIONS

SUB-BRAND STRATEGY

SUB-BRAND CREATIVE

Brand 
ecosystem

While sub-brands share some 

characteristics with the master brand, 

they can have their own messaging 

strategies, audience segments, 

and personality traits. This diagram 

illustrates how these relationships and 

roles work together. 
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Strategy

Our strategy highlights our strengths, captures 

our personality, and outlines the main ideas 

that we should communicate about ourselves. 

It’s the backbone of our brand.

↓
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POSITIONING  ..........................  10

MESSAGE MAP   ............................  11
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Identifying and understanding our key audiences are the first 
steps to implementing our brand. To effectively engage and 
connect with each segment, we must align the focus of our 
messages with their interests.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

• Build awareness and enhance  
   the School’s reputation

•  Attract best-fit students,  
faculty, and staff

•  Build alignment and pride in our story 
and what we offer

•  Strengthen engagement and 
advocacy

GOALS: 

ALIGN AND ENGAGE
↓

GOALS: 

CONNECT AND INSPIRE
↓

Those who know us today Those who will know us tomorrow

PROSPECTS
•  Partner universities

•  Churches 

•  Graduate  
Theological Union

•  Presbyterian  
Church USA

•  Faith communities

•  Not-for-profit agencies

•  Current students  
and families

•  Faculty

•  Staff

•  Administration

•  Trustees 

•  Alumni

•  Donors

•  City of San Anselmo

•  Chamber of Commerce

•  Other campus regions

•  Employers

OUR PARTNERS OUR COMMUNITY OUR FRIENDS THE PUBLIC 
•  Higher ed competitors  

and peers

•  The media

•  California and beyond

•  Prospective  
graduate students

•  Prospective  
international students 

•  Prospective  
transfer students

•  Prospective  
donors and partners

Audiences

For this work, we’re 
focused on two mindsets:

THE UNAWARE: Prospective 
students who are exploring their 
theology school options.

THE UNCERTAIN: Current students and 
alumni who may have some lingering 
doubts about the 2019 merger.
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

THE UNAWARE 

INCLUDES

•  Prospective graduate students

•  Prospective  
international students

•  Prospective transfer students

ULTIMATE GOAL
Increase the number of full-time 
enrolled students.

WHAT WE KNOW

• The Graduate School of Theology’s best-fit   
   prospective student is someone who’s following  
   a calling. 

• They may have had a previous career outside  
   of ministry; they’re often older, with families.

• They aren’t necessarily from the local area  
   (or even the region).

•  They can come from a variety of backgrounds and 
identities: LGBTQIA+, seeker, entrepreneur, chaplain, 
interfaith, etc.

• The School has the capacity to take on more  
   students than the number currently enrolled.

•  Awareness of the Graduate School of Theology, even 
in Marin, has been a historical challenge.

PRIORITY MESSAGES

• A creative learning environment where one    
  learns how to think, not what to think.

• The School's commitment to inclusivity  
   and social justice.

• Support for both traditional career paths   
   (ordination) and nontraditional ones.

• Relevant, current research and scholarship  
   from faculty at the top of their fields.

• Strong academics that empower students  
   to put what they’re studying into practice.

• Affordable housing in a desirable area.

• The family-friendly (and pet-friendly)   
   community on campus.

Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

THE UNCERTAIN

Audiences

ULTIMATE GOAL
Rebuild engagement and trust, 
inspiring advocacy and support.

INCLUDES

•  Current students

•  Alumni

WHAT WE KNOW

• Historically, communication and engagement  
   with this segment have been inconsistent.

•  Some may not be in favor of the merger with 
University of Redlands or may have lingering 
questions about it.

•  They are aware of the challenging conversations 
with the Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA).

• Some may feel strongly connected to the  
   SFTS identity.

•  This group’s buy-in is crucial for future  
financial support and for advocacy to  
potential prospective students.

PRIORITY MESSAGES

• SFTS isn’t gone—it’s now a part of the   
   Graduate School of Theology.

•  The School’s commitment to its values and  
history, paired with exciting developments  
for the future

• How they can be involved in the  
   future growth of the School

• The value they bring by sharing their stories

• Resources available to them as students  
   and alumni

•  Think back on the valuable, life-changing 
relationships they made with faculty and the 
student community
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Personality
Personality is what humanizes 
our brand. These characteristics 
and qualities define the way our 
communications should look and 
feel. These traits shape every 
part of the Graduate School of 
Theology brand.

Our communications should look, feel, and sound:

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

COURAGEOUS
It takes strength to pursue  
a degree that challenges  
your beliefs and wrestles  
with meaning.

FORWARD-THINKING
Our view of ministry is 
innovative, vibrant, and 
visionary.

KIND
We are called to loving  
engagement with the world.

INTENTIONAL
We are consciously deliberate 
and purposeful in all of our 
pursuits.

AUTHENTIC
We cultivate a community that’s 
honest and beautifully imperfect.

INCLUSIVE
We are committed to creating 
welcoming, supportive, and  
empathetic environments.

Note: In general, our communications 
should reflect these brand traits. 
Sometimes we dial up certain traits  
based on the audience.
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AS A STATEMENT

IN SIX WORDS

IN ONE WORD

Positioning SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

Our positioning is a statement 

that encapsulates who we are 

and what we stand for; it’s the 

impression that we want to leave 

with every person who interacts 

with the Graduate School of 

Theology. Everything we do 

should reinforce this position. 

The positioning is the most  

concise version of our message 

and helps distinguish us from  

our peers.

Note: This statement is not designed 
to be used in external communications, 
but is rather an idea that echoes 
through the community in the things 
we say, write, and do.

The Graduate School of Theology challenges 
assumptions and faces complexity head on  
through a culture where exploration is 
nurtured and encouraged in order to redefine 
ministry and build meaningful community.

Creating environments that welcome new possibilities

Transformation

This positioning is authentic across the diverse audiences that the  
Graduate School of Theology serves, and it’s distinct among our peers.

WHO WHAT HOW WHY
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Message map
Our messaging expands on our positioning 
so that we can tell a holistic story about 
the Graduate School of Theology and 
focus that story depending on our 
audience. To organize our messages, we 
use a framework called a message map.
 

The CORE MESSAGE focuses on the promise that 

we make to our audiences, primarily prospective 

students. This core message should be reflected 

in the experiences that audiences have with the 

School at every opportunity. 

The SECONDARY MESSAGES draw on specifics  

to communicate how we deliver on these 

aspects of the School.

The SUPPORTING POINTS are specific ways or proof 

points for how we deliver on our secondary 

messages. (These ideas can evolve over time.) 

Overall, our messages are divided into ATTRIBUTES 
and BENEFITS, with attributes on the top and 

benefits on the bottom. Attributes are the 

tangible things we offer our audiences, and 

the benefits answer the question “So why does 

that matter?” By leading with benefits in our 

communications, we can help our audiences 

understand what’s in it for them.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

Core attribute

Attribute Attribute

Benefit Benefit

Core Benefit

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

CORE MESSAGE 
What we offer and  

why it matters
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Message map
Our message map organizes 
our story into three pillars: 
academic distinction, individual 
growth, and community impact. 

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

an action-
reflection model  

of learning

deeper learning 
and more 

intentional impact

an emphasis on 
introspection

a posture of 
humility and 

accountability

valuing the  
wisdom of the 
marginalized

creating more 
equitable and 

inclusive ministries

rigorous, 
justice-focused 

scholarship

applying 
theological 

principles to 
societal issues

discovering ways 
to revitalize faith 
across variety of 

vocations

strengthening 
understanding and 
stretching internal 

and external 
boundaries

infusing justice 
with theology

social justice 
that becomes a 

spiritual practice

a place where 
tradition and 

innovation 
intersect

creative responses 
to the world’s 
complex and 

changing needs

an open, diverse 
community

respect, 
consideration, 

and empathy for 
others 

equipping 
graduates to meet 
the urgent needs 

of our times

developing 
communities  

that are inspired 
and united

critical and contextual discernment

learning how to think (not what to think)

spiritual formation

exploring belief systems with open hearts

loving engagement with the world

channeling personal calling toward the  
pursuit of a just and loving world

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION INDIVIDUAL GROWTH COMMUNITY IMPACT

Attributes:
What we offer  
(the give)

In order to…
Benefits:
Why it matters  
(the get)

challenges assumptions and faces complexity head on 

redefine ministry and build meaningful community

CORE MESSAGE

The Graduate  
School of Theology…

Academic distinction is about the 
intellectual journey at the Graduate 
School of Theology, individual growth 
is about personal transformation, and 
community impact is about action and 

engagement with the world around 
us. These three topics are central 
to our story, and the message map 
helps us organize our attributes and 
benefits under each of these themes.
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2
Voice  

and tone

In the simplest terms, our message is what  

we say, and our voice is how we say it. As a 

sub-brand, the Graduate School of Theology 

uses a voice that aligns with the Redlands 

master brand. However, because of our more 

specific audiences, our voice and tone dial up 

certain elements that will be unique to us.

↓
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Master brand  
creative narrative

Our master brand narrative 
communicates what we do 
and our attitude as we do 
it. In other words, it's what 
happens when our brand 
positioning meets our  
brand voice. It serves as  
our internal rallying cry— 
both for the University in 
general and for the Graduate 
School of Theology.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands
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Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

At the Graduate School 
of Theology, some of our 
audiences, messages, and 
personality traits are distinct 
from the University’s. So 
our brand includes some 
elements of the master 
brand but also our own 
unique voice and tone.
This creative narrative was 
crafted specifically as a 
rallying cry and North Star  
for the School.

The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

Our creative narrative is much 

more than poetic lines and 

powerful statements. Every piece 

and part serves a purpose, tying 

back to our strong brand strategy 

and positioning. Take a closer look. 

→
We’re here to challenge 
assumptions and face 
complexities head on, 
including those of our own 
that we might hold dear.  
In our studies and in our 
faith, this is work we will 
carry out both individually 
and as a community. 

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

→
Spiritual formation is an 
evolving process, one we’ve 
committed to in order to 
expand our understanding 
and stretch our boundaries. 

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

→
We emphasize introspection 
and a loving engagement  
with the world. 

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

→
In this open, diverse 
community, we respect 
others, we consider 
others, and we have 
empathy for others. 

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

→
We value the wisdom of the 
marginalized, and we’re here 
to create a more equitable 
and inclusive ministry. 

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

→
We channel our personal 
calling, as both students of 
faith and living examples of 
God’s purpose, to lead with 
love for others.

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

→
This is all about reconciliation 
and contemplation.  
We’re taught how to think 
(not what to think).

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 

→
We’re pursuing advanced 
degrees, after all. We’ve turned 
our calling into a career. 

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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The beliefs that brought you here:  
Take them in your hands. Sit with 
them. Question them. Hold them 
up to the light and examine them 
alongside others.

Because as theologians, we’re 
always striving to grow in our 
practice and in our ideas. 

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with an open spirit, and 
outward with full heart. 

We ground ourselves in community 
and embrace all of God’s people 
and their experiences so that 
everyone may flourish. 

All to uproot long-standing 
barriers, to cultivate greater 
understanding, and to plant the 
seeds for progress and change. 

We are called to nurture a more 
just and loving world. 

This is the nature of our studies. 

This is faith at work. 

This is theology in action. 
→

Our deeper learning has 
intentional impact. This 
is where tradition and 
innovation intersect. 

Graduate School of  
Theology Creative Narrative

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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This pattern ties back to the master brand platform 
(“Welcome Opportunity"), while giving more context 
to what those opportunities specifically are at the 
Graduate School of Theology. The second part of the 
headline elevates our innovative and progressive 
approach toward institutional and historical topics. 

EXAMPLES:
Welcome ministry, redefined. 
Welcome growth, cultivated. 
Welcome theology, applied.
Welcome justice, pursued. 

Whether it’s challenging assumptions or building meaningful community, 
students take a very active role in their faith and learning experience at the 
Graduate School of Theology. With this construction, we lay out that process, 
conveying the personal work that goes into faith and their career paths.

EXAMPLES:
Study. Practice. Innovate. This is theology in action.
Explore. Discover. Share. This is theology in action.
Learn. Question. Grow. This is faith at work. 
Engage. Collaborate. Connect. This is faith at work.

*“This is faith at work.” can be used in place of “This is theology in action.”

Welcome [noun], 
[adjective].

[Verb]. [Verb]. [Verb].  
This is theology in action.*

Constructing 
headlines

Good headlines are like good 
handshakes. Each one is an 
opportunity to reach out, grab 
hold, and make an impression. 
Here are some thought-
starters for crafting on-brand 
headlines that pique the 
curiosity of our audiences 
and set up our messaging. 

↓

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

WELCOME PROGRESS THEOLOGY IN ACTION
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We are consciously deliberate in our pursuits. Every action is 
intended to bring about growth, progress, and a more loving world. 
With this construction, we prompt our readers to ask whether they 
can see themselves in our characteristics and our goals. 

EXAMPLES:
It takes courage to seek out new ideas.
It takes dedication to pursue justice. 
It takes an open mind to form beliefs. 
It takes humility to question what you know. 

It takes [noun] to [action].

Constructing 
headlines

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

CAUSE AND EFFECT
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using the 
message map

Our message map is a 
hierarchy for selecting 
messages, but it’s not 
the starting point for 
crafting content. To get 
the most out of the map, 
follow these four steps.

DETERMINE YOUR AUDIENCE AND OBJECTIVE 

Identify whom you need to reach before you decide what to say. 
Be as specific as you can because people won’t care what you 
have to say unless you say something that matters to them.

DETERMINE THE ATTRIBUTE

Consult the map to align your topic with specific attributes. 
When possible, connect supporting points with a secondary 
message to strengthen your point.

DETERMINE THE BENEFIT

Once you’ve established that your topic links to a brand 
attribute, you need to identify the benefit or benefits.  
In many cases, your audience cares more about the benefit 
than the attribute.

CRAFT YOUR CONTENT

You’ll want to ensure that your content has a focus—say one
thing and say it well. Any supporting benefits should act as
talking points, complemented by the facts, data, and proof
points of your topic.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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Writing tips SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

You can help readers feel more 
connected to the brand story 
by creating smart, compelling 
content. Here are a few tips to 
keep in mind as you write. 

→

TIP 1
MAKE IT EASY TO READ  
AND RELATE TO.

Vary the cadence of your 
writing. Mix short sentences 
with longer ones to avoid 
a repetitive feel. Check for 
rhythm and flow by reading 
aloud. Don’t be afraid to write 
like we speak. 

TIP 7
DON’T FORCE EXCITEMENT.

If the message isn’t something 
we’d yell, it doesn’t require 
an exclamation point. Even if 
we’re asking a student to apply. 
Inspire, then invite.

TIP 4
FOCUS ON ONE THING.

Emphasize a single message, and 
highlight why it’s important. If you 
include a long list of messages, 
your audience will either fail to 
retain what they’ve read or stop 
reading altogether.

TIP 2
MAKE IT WELCOMING  
AND PERSONAL.

Our writing uses “we” and “our” 
language to reinforce the idea 
of our inclusive community. But 
when speaking directly to an 
audience, be sure to engage on 
the personal level by using “you” 
and “your.”

TIP 8
INCORPORATE WHITE SPACE.

Your readers’ eyes need places  
to rest so that their brains can 
digest the information. Work  
with a designer to organize your 
content visually, making good  
use of white space.

TIP 5
GIVE THE READER 
SOMETHING TO DO.

If you want your readers to 
take action, be clear and 
direct: read further, schedule  

a visit, apply now. Whatever 
the task, don’t assume they’ll 
know what you want.

TIP 3
MAKE NUMBERS MATTER.

Statistics and rankings aren’t 
the story: They exist to help 
drive the point home. The 
numbers can add to your 
message, but they should never 
take the place of it.

TIP 9
KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE.

If you don’t identify the particular audience you’re trying to  
reach, you don’t have a good chance at reaching anyone. 
Remember, we can’t be everything to everyone all the time.  
Take time to understand each of your audience’s needs.

TIP 10
BYE, PASSIVE.  
HELLO, ACTIVE.

Remarkable things happen at the 
Graduate School of Theology. It’s 
time to make them known. Use 
an active voice to tell the world 
all about it. 

TIP 6
WRITE FOR THE PLATFORM.

For digital channels, content 
needs to be quick, easy to 
digest, current, and actionable. 
Think: economy of words. A long-
form piece, on the other hand, 
can do more storytelling.
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Extra writing 
tips for digital

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

People interact with digital 
content differently than they 
do with print pieces. With 
print, readers are usually 
accustomed to a linear form 
of storytelling. The web is a 
different world, with multiple 
tabs open, varying screen 
sizes, and an endless sea of 
information at one’s fingertips. 
This means our content has to 
be on brand; your text has to 
be easy to access and scan; 
and it must deliver on what our 
audience is looking for.

TIP 1
THINK VISUALLY. 

Shape your copy to match the web 
components you are working within. 
What images or visuals will it be paired 
with? What’s the right copy length? 
How should text be broken up? This 
might differ from page to page. But it 
will give you a better idea of how your 
content will come to life online.

TIP 4
BE DIRECT.

The majority of users read only about 
20 percent of the text on a page—and 
they tend to skim what they do read. 
So put the most important info first on 
top-level pages. 

TIP 5
DON’T OVERDO THE VOICE.

Our brand voice should be strongest on 
the highest-level pages. At this point, we 
want to sound welcoming, authentic, and 
forward-thinking. The further into the 
site, the more we dial back the voice and 
keep it focused on detailed information.

TIP 2
CREATE A ROAD MAP.

Think of each page as one part of a larger 
road map, which guides each unique user’s 
journey on your site. Each page should:

• Clearly show the user where  
they are in the site

• Provide clear calls to action 
for where to go next

• Include effective links that provide 
them with other options for action

TIP 3
KNOW YOUR USER.

Organize your content so that the 
person coming to it can find what they 
need quickly. A current student will 
navigate through your site differently 
than a prospective student. Know 
when to keep the message at a high 
level and when to tailor it with specific 
proof points. 

TIP 6
KEEP THINGS FRESH.

Establish a process for updating 
and managing outdated content and 
monitoring brand language.  
Old information can confuse users 
and make a poor impression; at worst,  
it can degrade the user’s trust in  
your website. 
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Voice and tone 
checklist

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

Does this relate to the idea 
of theology in action? Does it 
tie back to the larger idea of 
“Welcome Opportunity?” 

Does it lead with benefits and pay 
them off with attributes?

Does it sound like something 
that someone with the Graduate 
School of Theology’s personality 
traits would say?

When you read it out loud,  
does it sound even better?

Does it contain at least  
one key message? Does it avoid 
tackling too many messages? 

So you’ve used the brand guide to 
craft a beautiful communications 
piece. Well done. Let the copy sit, then 
use this checklist to give it one more 
gut check. Or you can even use these 
questions as you’re writing.

↓

Does it get to the point quickly 
instead of burying the key message?

Do the headlines convey our voice 
instead of just labeling the content 
that follows?

Does the language move beyond 
merely stating the facts to 
reveal something bigger about 
the Graduate School of Theology 
experience?
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Brand Architecture
SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The University of Redlands’ 

logo family diagram illustrates 

the hierarchy of the master 

brand and the sub-brands for 

each school. The main U of R 

logo is used for University-

wide communications, such 

as the Redlands.edu website 

and Och Tamale magazine, 

or for a publication that 

promotes more than one 

school—such as a grad fair 

flyer promoting all of our 

graduate programs to seniors 

in the College of Arts and 

Sciences. School logos are 

used for pieces that promote 

the individual school, such 

as an academics overview 

brochure for the Graduate 

School of Theology. The main 

U of R logo accompanied by 

a unit signature for a center, 

institute, department, 

or office is available upon 

request. Please contact  

creative@redlands.edu.

Master brand and sub-brands
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The official University logo 
is the keystone of our 
visual identity program. 

The logo has two elements: 
a logo icon that consists of 
the letter “R” and a horizon 
and supporting logotype.  
The letter “R” is at the 
heart of the logo, and for 
good reason—the “R” in 
the local mountains near 
the main Redlands campus  
and the "Dear Old U of R"  
Alma Mater song. The 
adjacent horizon is meant 
to reflect our history as 
well as our future, and in a 
number of ways mirrors  
our environment. 

Master Brand Logo 

The current U of R logo was 

introduced in 2003 by Ron 

Stephany in partnership with 

The Lawlor Group. The colors 

were changed from red, grey, 

and black to maroon and black 

in 2015. A new University logo 

identity is being explored for 

possible launch in the future. 

STYLE 2: ALTERNATE LOGOSTYLE 1: PREFERRED LOGO STYLE 3: ALTERNATE LOGO

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 18152-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815 2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

1-color:  100% Black1-color:  100% Black 1-color:  100% Black

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

.25"

Keep a minimum of .25" space around logo.
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STYLE 2: ALTERNATE LOGOSTYLE 1: PREFERRED LOGO

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 18152-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

1-color:  100% Black1-color:  100% Black

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITYSECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

Graduate School of Theology logo
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

Logo versions
SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

APPLIED WISDOM INSTITUTE

MARIN CAMPUS

SHAW CHAPLAINCY INSTITUTE

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815
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4
Visual

Language

We know that first impressions matter.  

Our visual language sets the tone for 

how people initially see Redlands and the 

Graduate School of Theology, as well as how 

they recognize and remember us in the 

future. When these elements work together 

well, they strengthen our overall brand and 

distinguish us from everyone else.

↓

APPROACH   ...........................  37

COLOR ................................ 38

TYPOGRAPHY ..........................   43

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS ..................  52

PHOTOGRAPHY ........................  61



Approach
The Graduate School of 
Theology uses a selection 
of elements from the 
Redlands master brand. 
We also have elements 
that are unique to the 
School and won’t be used 
anywhere else in the 
University. Those distinct 
elements are the dark  
blue color (which ties in 
our history with the  
San Francisco Theological 
Seminary) and the brick 
arch shapes inspired by 
Montgomery Chapel.

All other elements are shared with 
the whole University but are used 
differently across the schools.

TYPOGRAPHY GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

COLOR

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE

Recoleta
AaBbCcDdEeFf
GgHhIiJjKk
LlMmNnOoPp
QqRrSsTtUu
VvWwXxYyZz 
0123456789

Rift
ABCdefghiJKLm
nopQrstuvwxyz
0123456789

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk

LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu

VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk
LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu
VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

GT Pressura

GT Pressura Mono

PHOTOGRAPHY
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Color

Color is often the strongest association 

an audience has with a brand. Our colors 

can form strong emotional ties with 

our audiences, so it’s important to be 

consistent and build brand equity by using 

our palette correctly. 

↓

APPROACH ............................ 39

COLOR COMBINATIONS ................  42

38



APPROACH
PRIMARY PALETTE

The primary color palette for the Graduate School 

of Theology marries the palette of the historical 

San Francisco Theological Seminary with the well-

established University of Redlands maroon. We 

use the Redlands "Maroon" and "Deep Blue" colors 

equally, and elevate the "Alder" color to the place 

that "Redlands Grey" holds in the master brand.

WHITE AS A PRIMARY COLOR 
The color white is important to note in our brand.  
For our brand’s robust and darker colors to be effective, 
they need to be balanced with sufficient white space. 

SUPPORTING PALETTE

Our supporting palette is made up of shades of 

maroon and blue, as well as the lightest and darkest 

greys from the master brand. GST also uses the 

bright green for contrast. These brighter colors 

complement the primary palette and can be dialed 

up when the brand needs to feel more active.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 

75%
PRIMARY 
PALETTE
Redlands 
Maroon and 
primary blue 
colors and 
neutrals

25%
SUPPORTING 
PALETTE
Shades of blue 
and maroon and 
bright green.

DEEP BLUE 
The Graduate School of Theology uses a selection 
of colors from the Redlands master brand palette, 
with the single addition of deep blue. This color 
moved over from the old Redlands master brand 
palette and is similar to San Francisco Theological 
Seminary’s deep blue. 
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Redlands Maroon
PMS: 1815 C/U

RGB: 122, 36, 38

CMYK: 31, 92, 82, 35

HEX: 7A2426

Alder
PMS: 623 C/U

RGB: 154, 186, 181

CMYK: 40, 10, 27, 5

HEX: 9ABAB5

Neutral 
PMS: P 8-9 C/U

RGB: 237, 229, 210

CMYK: 0, 3, 14, 6

HEX: EDE5D2

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 

Deep Blue 
PMS: P 7477 C/U

RGB: 33, 74, 89

CMYK: 87, 60, 48, 32

HEX: 214A59
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Redlands Rich grey
PMS: 179-15 C/U

RGB: 40, 40, 40

CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 95

HEX: 282828

Bright Palm
PMS: 317 C/U

RGB: 179, 216, 218

CMYK: 25, 0, 10, 5

HEX: B3D8DA

Redlands bright grey
PMS: P 169-1 C/U

RGB: 232, 229, 226

CMYK: 8, 7, 8, 0

HEX: E8E5E2

Blue palm
PMS: 7472 C/U

RGB: 87, 178, 178

CMYK: 61, 5, 28, 5

HEX: 57B2B2

Rich maroon
PMS: 4975 C/U

RGB: 59, 0, 6

CMYK: 27, 90, 62, 83

HEX: 3B0006

Eucalyptus
PMS: 374 C/U

RGB: 194, 231, 107 

CMYK: 23, 0, 69, 3

HEX: C2E76B

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE  →   COLOR 
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Smart and creative

Color combinationsHere’s a selection of sample 
color groupings that create 
different tones and moods. 
These could be used to connect 
with different audiences for 
different goals. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   COLOR 

Spirited and bright Smart and friendly

Spirited and traditional Traditional and sophisticated Welcoming and energetic

Welcoming and creativeBright and warm
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APPROACH  ............................  44

TYPEFACES ............................  45

TYPESETTING ........................ 47

COMBINING TYPEFACES .............. 49

HEADLINE CONVENTIONS ............ 51

Typography

Because our communications need to 

reach and connect with very different 

audiences, we use four unique typefaces 

that work together to bring our story 

to life. Each has its own strengths, so 

use the following section to guide your 

typographic choices. 

↓

43



Typography
Approach

RIFT
Recoleta

GT Pressura

GT Pressura Mono

HEADLINES, SUBHEADS

HEADLINES, SUBHEADS

SUBHEADS, LARGER BODY COPY, BODY COPY 

SUBHEADS, LARGER BODY COPY, CALLOUTS 

Our typefaces capture all 
the sides of the Graduate 
School of Theology; used 
together, they’re an 
essential part of telling 
our story.

Our typeface collection has 

considerable flexibility and 

variety. This guide will show you 

how these typefaces can be 

combined to create dynamic and 

diverse layouts. 

The Graduate School of Theology 

does not use the typeface 

Hackney from the Redlands 

master brand. 

Contact creative@redlands.edu  

for access to the official 

University of Redlands licensed 

typeface collection. 

For alternate free fonts to  

use in Microsoft Office  

(Word, PowerPoint, etc.),  

please refer to the Master  

Brand Guidelines document.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 
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Display
Typefaces

Rift feels modern and 
sophisticated because of 
its condensed, geometric 
nature. Its simple, clean 
letterforms contrast with 
the warmer curves of 
Recoleta and the softer 
edges of GT Pressura. 

Rift is primarily used for headlines  

and sometimes for subheads. The 

Graduate School of Theology uses Rift 

in softer tones to differentiate from a 

competitor, Union University, who uses  

a similar typeface in a much bolder way.  

We pair Rift with GT Pressura and 

Recoleta in mid-tone colors such as  

Alder and Blue Palm.

Recoleta is a expressive and welcoming 

serif. It shares an approachable quality 

with the GT Pressura family, so it pairs 

well with those fonts. The Graduate 

School of Theology uses Recoleta more 

prominently than other sub-brands.  

It’s used for headlines as often as Rift, 

and frequently for subheads as well. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 

CRACK THEM OPEN 
AND EXAMINE THEM 
ALONGSIDE OTHERS. 

We embrace openness  
and nurture patience. 

 Hold them up 
to the light and 
examine them 

alongside others. 
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Body
Typefaces

GT Pressura is readable and 
distinctive, welcoming and 
accessible—making it the 
perfect body copy typeface 
for Redlands and the Graduate 
School of Theology.

Our body typefaces are used for  

longer blocks of text or subheads,  

never for headlines.

The Graduate School of Theology uses 

GT Pressura and GT Pressura Mono as  

subheads paired with Rift or Recoleta. 

GT Pressura Mono is not readable in long 

paragraphs of body copy, it can add a 

technical or historical attitude to callouts 

and short small paragraphs of copy. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 

GT Pressura Regular and Italic 

Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 

exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

GT Pressura Mono Regular and 
Italic Ota sit utemporro 
eiciendis experunt as 
asimill uptaque ipsandu 
cianihit exceptatquae sant 
quid que consece pudame.

GT Pressura Light and Italic 
Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 
exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

GT Pressura Mono Light and 
Italic Ota sit utemporro 
eiciendis experunt quiaes 
mori asipsandu cianihit 
sant quid que consece 
pudame voluptis con.

GT Pressura Bold and Italic 
Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 
exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

GT Pressura Mono Bold and 
Italic Ota sit utemporro 
eiciendis experunt quiaes 
as asimill uptaque ips 
consece pudame voluptis 
conmas asdwer.
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GT Pressura should have line spacing that 
is slightly looser than average, usually 1 
to 3 points more than the default.

GT Pressura Mono should have line 

spacing that is slightly looser than 

average, usually 1 to 3 points more 

than the default.

18 pt. text, 24 pt. leading

12 pt. text, 16 pt. leading

11 pt. text, 15 pt. leading

For Recoleta, leading should be 
set much looser than the default, 
especially at smaller sizes. 
For headlines, the default may 
be right. Our visual language 
prioritizes accessibility, and  
loose leading makes Recoleta  
more readable. 

With GT Pressura, leading should 
be set slightly looser than 
the default for our purposes. 
Generally, 1 to 3 points more than 
the default works well.

Leading for GT Pressura Mono 
should be set slightly looser  
than the default for our 
purposes. Generally, 1 to 3 points 
more than the default works well.

Recoleta should have loose 
line spacing. This example 
shows 18 over 24 points.

Typesetting

Leading Line spacing, called leading, is critical to 

setting professional-looking type that’s 

easy to read. When setting type, use 

your best judgment based on this guide. 

RIFT SHOULD 
HAVE TIGHT 
LINE SPACING.

Rift also looks best with 
leading set much tighter than 
the default. Again, use your 
eye to leave a thin space 
between lines. Don’t worry 
about the ratio; when it looks 
right, it will be significantly 
off from the default. 

48 pt. text, 40 pt. leading

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 
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GT Pressura should be tracked  
out slightly or about 10 to 20 
points more than the default.

21 pt. text, optical kerning, default tracking

12 pt. text, optical kerning, +20 pt. tracking

12 pt. text, optical kerning, -30 pt. tracking

Recoleta is usually acceptable 
at the default tracking, but it 
may need to be tracked out a bit, 
depending on scale.

GT Pressura should be tracked 
out slightly from the default, 
usually about 10 to 20 points.

GT Pressura Mono should be 
tracked in about 30 to 40 points 
to counteract the super-wide 
monospace default.

Recoleta should use 
the default tracking.

GT Pressura Mono should be 
tracked in about 30 to 40 
points from the default.

Typesetting

Tracking Correct letter-spacing, called tracking, also helps to make 

the type easy to read. Always use optical kerning and 

rely on your best judgment when tracking text or kerning 

characters, based on this guide. 

59 pt. text, optical kerning, default tracking

RIFT USES 
DEFAULT 
TRACKING

Rift is usually acceptable 
at the default tracking, 
but again, it may need to 
be tracked in or out a bit, 
depending on scale.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 
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Combining
Typefaces

Our typefaces all work together 
in a variety of hierarchies.  
A Rift headline can pair with  
GT Pressura Mono or Recoleta 
for subheads.

HEADLINE
Rift
Bold 
42pt/36pt

SUBHEAD
Recoleta 
Medium 
13pt/15pt

SUBHEAD
GT Pressura Mono 
Regular
12pt/14pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/13pt

HEADLINE
Rift
Bold
42pt/33pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/13pt

Enderes sinci psamus, tetquam isim 
inctem que endende moluptatia nemolup 
tatibeati nosse perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd amendic. Istrum 
idel is eatiis minvenim qui bere nobitam, 
quo vidipsam enimus es aut estrum et 
officias ea nem et ilis es aut quia el modi 
to es preperrum vid utat ut pos re audaes 
sus, temporrum ut quam fuga. Nam re 
nectur sinitiis aditis.

Enderes sinci psamus, tetquam isim 
inctem que endende moluptatia nemolup 
tatibeati nosse perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd amendic. Istrum 
idel is eatiis minvenim qui bere nobitam.
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GROUNDING YOUR 
OWN BELIEFS. 

As a leader, systematic  
change starts withIT TAKES  

COURAGE TO SEEK 
OUT NEW IDEAS.
Especially alongside 
those with a different 
point of view.

↑
Gaelan Harmon 

 Walker ’12

 Ut quia verovitatur, 
verent dolorup taquis 
eaque quodi doluptis 
aut andi imaximusae. 

CALLOUT
GT Pressura  
Bold
9pt/12pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura 
Regular
9pt/12pt
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Combining
Typefaces

HEADLINE
Recoleta 
Medium 
30pt/30pt

SUBHEAD
GT Pressura Mono 
Regular 
8pt/9pt

HEADLINE
Recoleta
Regular 
14pt/18pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura  
Bold
10pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular  
10pt/14pt

Recoleta can also be used for 
headlines. It can pair with  
GT Pressura Mono as a subhead. 
GT Pressura is used for  
body copy.

↓
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Bridging theological, cultural, and 
political divides requires a strong 
foundation, humility, and an open 
mind. As theologians, it’s in our 
nature to grow curious about the 
world and how we can better serve 
it. At Redlands, we welcome that 
curiosity and interest in putting it 
into action.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

Uproot long-
standing barriers. 
Cultivate greater 
understanding.

Deeper 
discussions. 

Expanded  
perspectives.

Greater 
 understanding.

↑

Progress begins with digging 
into what we think we know.
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Headline 
conventions

The Graduate School of Theology 
uses Rift in headlines with a 
few conventions that soften the 
typeface to meet the message.

↓

↑ 
DROP COLOR

On headlines set in Rift, duplicate the copy 
and offset it slightly to the left or right in a 
color that’s similar to the background.

↑ 
TEXT ON A CURVE

Set headlines in GT Pressura or Rift on a curve 
to match the shape of our graphic elements 
and evoke the architecture of our campus.

↑ 
EMBEDDED DUOTONES

Using spacing and line breaks, embed duotone cutouts 
into a headline set in Rift. It is important to choose 
images that relate to the copy and support the message.

↑ 
EMBEDDED TEXTURED SHAPE

Paired specifically with this headline convention from page 25, 
use a textured shape embedded into the first line of a headline 
to illustrate the connection between the headline and subhead.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   TYPOGRAPHY 

FOR
PROGRESS 

AND 
CHANGE. 

FOR
PROGRESS 

AND 
CHANGE. 

Plant the seeds

THIS      IS     
FAITH  

AT         WORK.
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ARROWS ................................ 59

BEST PRACTICES ...................... 60

Graphic Elements

Our graphic elements are inspired by the 

textures, shapes, and styles of the Marin 

campus. Rooted in warmth, these expressive 

visual components work together to tell 

complicated and layered stories. In this way, 

they reflect the work we are doing in the 

Graduate School of Theology. 

↓
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Duotones. Our library of duotone cutouts 

consists of major landmarks on the Marin 

campus, symbols of the San Francisco 

Theological Seminary, and emblems of our 

spirit and location. 

Patterns and Shapes. Our brand has a library 

of textured shapes that are made for layering. 

The Graduate School of Theology primarily 

uses the arch and arc shapes, including two 

brick-lined arches that are unique to our 

brand. We also have our own unique pattern 

based on the bricks of Montgomery Chapel.

Arrows. This small but useful graphic element 

can help connect blocks of copy to each other 

or to images. The arrows are glyphs included 

in the GT Pressura and GT Pressura Mono type 

families. 

Approach
→

The Graduate School of Theology 
uses its own spin on the Redlands 
duotone cutouts and textured 
shapes. Our graphic elements 
reflect our unique story and 
campus, but they’re used in ways 
similar to the master brand. 

Think of the suite of graphic elements 

as a toolbox for creating layouts and 

compositions in our brand. No project 

will use all the items in the toolbox, 

but most projects should use some 

of them. Trust your eye. If it feels too 

busy, it probably is.

WHITE SPACE should be considered 

the fourth graphic element in our 

toolbox. Our layouts are strengthened 

by a balance between bold, expressive 

elements and white space. White 

space doesn’t always have to be 

white: It can be any color field without 

typography, graphic elements, or 

photography. 

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
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SO THAT 
EVERYONE 

MAY 
FLOURISH.

duotone
CutoutsOur duotone library will grow 

to include all symbols of our 
campus, spirit, and pride—
especially when it pertains to 
spirituality.

We turn duotones into graphic 
elements by creating duotone 
cutouts: Simply cut out the 
subject of an image and export  
it with a transparent background. 
These duotones cutouts can 
be used as solid objects or 
multiplied to be transparent. 

In most cases, our duotones are 
created in shades of maroon, but 
any color from our palette may 
be used.
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↑
The Graduate School of Theology also uses 
duotones as supergraphics: oversized images 
that bleed off the edge of a composition or 
color block. This allows us to include copy over 
the duotone without obscuring too much of the 
image or making the type illegible.
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duotones  
in use

The Graduate School of 
Theology uses duotone 
cutouts in three ways,  
as shown here

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

↑
SUPERGRAPHICS

These duotones can be subtle and paired with 
other type treatments, or they can be loud 
and bold, like other examples in this section.

↑
EMBEDDED HEADLINES

Duotones in this convention should match the 
background color, and the text should contrast with 
the background so that it pops and is easy to read.

↑
LAYERED COMPOSITIONS

Duotones are also great for layering 
with shapes and patterns, creating 
layered compositions that can be used 
in place of a hero image.

FOR
PROGRESS 

AND 
CHANGE. 

FOR
PROGRESS 

AND 
CHANGE. 

and to plant the seeds GROW     IN 
YOUR 

PRACTICE.
SO THAT   

ALL        MAY   
FLOURISH.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Master of Divinity
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Textured  
shapesTextured shapes are inspired 

by the arches, rooftops, 
patterns, and textures of the 
architecture on the Marin 
campus. By combining their 
geometric simplicity with 
organic, distressed textures, 
we create beautiful symbols 
of the Graduate School of 
Theology’s complexity and 
authenticity. 

Textures can affect the whole 
shape or just one or two edges. 
Use our library of base shapes 
and textures to experiment 
and develop specific textured 
shapes for any composition. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

↑
Multiply textured shapes and combine them 
with duotones and photography to create 
layered compositions like this example.

FPO
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DOCTOR OF MINISTRY
Chaplaincy∕Spiritual Care Research 
Literacy Concentration
Executive Leadership 
Interdisciplinary Studies of 
Ministry
Pastoral Care and Counseling  
Pastor as Spiritual Leader

As theologians, it’s in 
our nature to grow in 
our practice and ideas. 
A strong foundation of 
faith is one that’s always 
evolving and recognizes 
the diversity of beliefs, 
identity, cultures, and 
backgrounds that exist 
in God’s image. 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 
Certificate in LGBTQ 
Leadership

Certificate in Mental  
Health and Spirituality

Certificate in Trauma  
and Spiritual Care

Diploma in Chaplaincy  
and Spiritual Care  
Research Literacy

Diploma or Certificate in the 
Art of Spiritual Direction

MASTER OF DIVINITY
History∕Theology
Biblical Studies
Chaplaincy and Pastoral Care
Christian Spirituality

MASTER OF ARTS IN THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Biblical Studies
History∕Theology∕Ethics
Ministry∕Spirituality
Spiritual Care and Compassionate   
   Leadership (Shaw Chaplaincy Institute) 

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

We appreciate  
pluralism within 
and beyond 
Christianity. 

IT TAKES COURAGE  
TO SEEK OUT NEW IDEAS.
Especially alongside those  
with a different point of view.

Autipe Lautlam Sit Velluptam
Moest illoribus am a consequ idemoluptur 
rem aut am sapis acerorerro coria quis 
sit dus. Alique ellitatiore, cus essimusae. 
Et et est, nit que volupta temporum ulla 
eiuntiberum ra quia aut quiduscilia quid  
et es net explit quissimus ma nullation 
repram dolorerum.

Quidet Esnet-explit Quissimus Nullation 
Repram Dolorerum Aspicil Ilmolorest
Uma dolupta ide nobis dolores simolore, num 
con poritis ut dia nis ditatur endanit alignihil 
magnis eostiandae sollacil ipsam etur, eaquae 
volut quodi omnisqu aspicil il molorest aut pe 
laut lam sit velluptam, to bea vereratius et rem 
sinctur andenim quas dolut qui consequistem 
quaerro ex es nonet voluptium volupturiate.

Take your spiritual 
studies to greater 
heights with 
leadership programs, 
certificates, service 
trips, and more.

Enderes sinci psamus, 
tetquam isim inctem que 
endende moluptatia nemolup 
tatibeati nosse perro 
officillaut faccus et peribus, 
solupta plibusd amendic 
ipsapel etur, nonse perrum, 
solut arum eum sequam abo. 
Pa voluptas sundita tinvelessit 
atur adias vendeSam audi 
ut audandi gnimin necest, 
odiciendesse voluptat fugit, 
archil ipsam quiaepu ditatis 
core nuscia voluptati consenet 
occaborro te experiorem volo.

Atur, coritiat laborupta si dolore 
laborerror reritat uremquia 
corempo riatio. Nequide lign 
imo dicimaiost fugit liam cum 
dolore porehen dandam solorro 
blab oris rem volorem lis 
explam quae. Neque nulpa nos 
ex exerchiciae laboris quiam, 
officiet mos  asi samus mo tem 
imaiore con pa eos explaborero 
ma cusanda poabsddewr crent.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Moverem forum mortiac vic 
turnultus demus. Catuis occit 
que a con vast oponstidet cas 
fac inam moere atquam es 
sena, condius satuam prae nis. 
Grarbes scion ses iamquost 
ina revis, nis quiusse tessolum 
que reca etiu ex norebultiu ete 
etimist. Roinium rem hoctod re 
tatus, vervide merfirm ihicit.

Bridging theological, cultural, and 
political divides requires a strong 
foundation, humility, and an open 
mind. As theologians, it’s in our 
nature to grow curious about 
the world and how we can better 
serve it. At Redlands, we welcome 
that curiosity and interest in 
putting it into action.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

Uproot long-
standing barriers. 
Cultivate greater 
understanding.

GROUNDING YOUR 
OWN BELIEFS. 

As a leader, systematic  
change starts with

Welcome ministry, 

 redefined. 

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

San Francisco Theological Seminary

Textured 
shapes in use

Textured shapes can also be 
used to accentuate a section of 
copy or to connect a headline 
with an image. Shown here 
are a few examples of how 
textured shapes can interact 
with the other elements in our 
visual language to add depth 
and softness to a composition. 
Often we set textured shapes 
in the colors of the supporting 
palette, because they serve 
a contributing role in a 
composition.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

↑
Textured shapes can also be used 
in reverse, knocking out fields of 
color to white. The textured line 
is a very flexible graphic element; 
use it to divide a composition and 
move the eye across the page.

↑
Similar to duotones, larger textured 
shapes can be used in place of 
images in a composition.

↑
Use small textured shapes to help guide the 
viewer's eye from one section of a composition 
to another. Textured shapes can be solid or 
transparent on top of other elements.
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How to make 
Textured shapes
1. Choose a shape and a texture.

2. Import the shape and the 
texture into Adobe Illustrator.

3. Open the transparency panel 
and select the shape object. 
Select “Make Mask”; the opacity 
mask box should turn white. 
Select the texture layer and copy 
it so that it’s in your pasteboard. 
Paste the texture object into the 
shape, with the opacity mask box 
selected, and you should see the 
texture masking the shape. 

4. Export the new textured  
shape as an .eps or .png file with  
a transparent background. 

ARCH

TEXTURED MARKS

TEXTURED FIELD

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

CIRCLE

DOME

ARC
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Arrows

Arrows  
in use

Our arrows are glyphs from the  
GT Pressura type family. 

To find the arrows, open the glyph 
panel in InDesign and double-click 
to add them to live text. 
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We use arrows to directly 
connect copy with an image or 
additional copy. Arrows literally 
move the eye to where they are 
pointing. They may also be used 
as bullet points in a list.

Learn. 
Question. 

Grow. 

LEARN MORE →

    THIS IS FAITH  
AT WORK.  

Enderes sinci psamus, 
tet quam isim inctem 
que endende moluptatia 
nemolup tatibeati nosse 
perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur 
adias vendeli. Nemporit 
ad esequam earum hilitae 
dignim qui sum repro ipis 
provitiaerum quia et eum 
corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit quicon.

We take pride in 
building a better 
future. Both for 
ourselves and  
those around us.

Find solid footing  
and stand on  
common ground.

07— 08

STUDY ABROAD 

Octus consterit, tella enate 
parissime consultum moen 
pricae, vicient ervit, untilic 
onsum, castred rem serrata 
vid merferma, se, Cupimus 
iussentes tercerdi iu que 
niteri cuppl. Mae coericit? 
Mulares poptid mus reortil 
con id in terfect andesi 
postabunit arite horte.

Averit Faucien terternum 
unte nori inatica pernit vivast 
dii pra? Ahachum maios, quo 
cor publicio, ca re eo, tusu 
sicio vitis hos ad iam quam is, 
qua publibus intebesit autem 
interure in Ita, quonderis 
publium supio us efaccitient. 
Atiam iam temendi entis; 
is omnocultu medet Catus 
facteris egerunum hum iure 
consus novehem poenatam 
ficerio peri in teraccit, 
unteres inti te culvirmis 
hocchuius, vastiam tum. →

JOHN IPSUM

Nullania ea cum 
aspernati cus mod 
quas ut aciur? 
Ullaboris dolec 
usdant volut.

Class of 2020

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CLUB 

Ivastra, cullessimil 
utemque ad caestiaL. 
Rortili issatrore in 
satquius iamdii facia 
verio, publium, noc tam 
firi pra ducit aus, neque 
nos, centeru nulibunum 
factellatre qua.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

Deeper 
discussions. 

Expanded  
perspectives.

Greater 
 understanding.

↑
Progress begins with digging 
into what we think we know.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

At the Redlands Graduate School of Theology, faith is understood through 
critical consciousness. You’re here to build a strong foundation of practice, 
perspective, and experience. Whether it’s unpacking the history of religious 
institutions or lending a hand to the local community, your studies are 
meant to bring God’s purpose of doing good into the realities of our world. It 
takes dedication to your work and an openness to what’s around you. 

THIS IS THEOLOGY IN ACTION.

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙
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Best  
practices

Use this guide if you’re unsure 
about the graphic elements 
you’re using and why.

1. MEANING

They should be rooted in significance.

2. HIERARCHY OR WAYFINDING

They should help a user navigate the  
communication or make it easier to use.

3. INTEREST

They should add to the communication  
and make it more entertaining.

IN THAT ORDER

These considerations are listed in strict order 
of importance. Graphic elements add visual 
interest to a communication, but they should 
always be useful, not merely decorative. 

Graphic elements should add:

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
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BEST  PRACTICES   ......................  68

Photography

Photography is a key tool in conveying who 

we are and connecting with people in ways 

words can’t. Our photographs capture the 

essence of the Graduate School of Theology 

to tell a richer, more comprehensive story.

↓
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Our approach to education is 
human-centered, authentic, and 
welcoming, so our photography 
approach is as well. 

↓

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY

CATEGORIES

ST
YL

ES
Remarkable 
locations

Curious 
subjects

Determined 
actions

Welcoming 
portraits 

Uncommon 
details
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FPO

FPO

Photography 
approach

Note: The University of Redlands does not own the 
rights to all of the images featured in this document. 
Photos marked with “FPO” appear here only to 
demonstrate style and composition. They are not 
available for official use.

OUR PHOTOGRAPHY INCLUDES  
FIVE MAIN CATEGORIES:  
Remarkable locations 

Curious subjects 

Determined actions 

Welcoming portraits  

Uncommon details  

AND INCLUDES THREE STYLES:  
Bright and natural 

Bright and warm  

Desaturated and warm
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Photo
Categories

The photos we use should never look 

posed or unnatural; instead, they 

should appear in the moment or photo-

journalistic. Even our studio portraits 

feel friendly and not posed. Our 

photography focuses on our authentic, 

kind, and determined nature. 
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Note: There is—and should be—overlap between 
these categories. Location images can have 
people; portrait images can show actions, and 
so on. These categories exist to help guide 
photo shoots and organize the library.

REMARKABLE LOCATIONS 
It’s important to showcase the 
beauty of our Marin campus as 
an asset, but make sure that the 
photos in this category relate to 
the content they’re used with. 
While photos without people can 
sometimes appear more beautiful, 
including people can help give a 
feel for the spirit of a space. 

CURIOUS SUBJECTS 
The warm and welcoming nature 
of our students and faculty should 
come through in our photography 
whenever possible. Sometimes 
the best way to capture that is 
with a portrait in action. When 
photographing a specific subject, try 
to select a balance of styles, varying 
between closely framed portraits and 
wider shots that ground subjects in 
their environment. 

DETERMINED ACTIONS
As with curious subjects, this 
category is about capturing 
subjects in action. Photographs 
in this grouping focus more on 
capturing the action, situation, 
or happening than the person. 
These types of images are 
essential to telling the School’s 
full story because they help our 
audiences see themselves on 
our campuses and at our events. 

WELCOMING PORTRAITS
The Graduate School of Theology 
is inclusive, welcoming, and 
supportive, so our portraits 
feel kind and purposeful, even 
in an editorial scenario. Some 
instances do call for more 
serious poses, especially when 
the subject needs to appear 
more distinguished.

UNCOMMON DETAILS
An uncommon detail can be the 
corner of a room, the shadows on 
a tiled floor, or the top of a tree. 
Our sincerity shines when we 
elevate the smaller things that 
inspire us. These shots help round 
out the experience of learning at 
the School and contribute to the 
feeling of a composition.
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Photo styles SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY

Our styles are applicable to all of  

our categories; although some styles 

are more suited to some categories. 

Across all styles, our photos should 

have the most natural light possible 

and feel slightly warmer, rather  

than cooler.

BRIGHT AND NATURAL 
These photos find a middle ground between 
the bright and desaturated photo styles. They 
should still feel bright without being washed 
out or overexposed. These photos can be shot 
inside or outside and should feel clean and 
balanced in light and color. 

BRIGHT AND WARM
These photos highlight the warmth of both our 
disposition and our location. These photos are 
golden-warm, often with shadowy contrast.  
Despite the exaggerated light, these photos 
should still feel natural. This style is best for 
exterior shots of people and places, but well-
lit interiors can produce the same results. 

DESATURATED AND WARM
This style counterbalances the bright and 
warm style. These photos have a darker, 
desaturated tone overall; the use of strong 
contrast helps elevate these photos in a 
beautiful and powerful way. This approach 
is best for interior shots, dramatic spaces, 
and powerful portraits.
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Desaturated
And warm

→
The desaturated and warm 
style adds a rich layer of 
depth and character to our 
photography set. This nuanced 
use of contrast and tone can 
help elevate our imagery. 

To create a uniform library 
of images in this style, use 
Adobe Lightroom. Once you 
have opened your photo in 
Lightroom, load the amber 
preset. Images may vary 
depending on where they were 
taken and the lighting used. 
Adjust the saturation levels 
once the preset is applied. 
Always err on the side of 
warmer tones rather than 
cooler tones.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY

→

→
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duotones
→

Duotones play a big role 
in our visual language. We 
use them to add depth and 
texture to our compositions. 
This effect can be applied in 
all of our photo categories. 
Duotones can elevate a story 
as a subtle accent. Use this 
guide to create new duotones 
from our images.

Note: Color plays an important role 
when creating a duotone. Carefully 
consider the subject in the image when 
selecting a color. For instance, never 
use Eucalyptus green on a portrait. 

←
Take your image and convert 
it to grayscale. We are using 
Adobe Photoshop to create 
our duotones. 

←
Convert your grayscale 
image to a duotone in the 
Image Mode panel. Choose a 
primary color for your image, 
and enter the appropriate 
“hex” value from the our 
palette. Then set the second 
color to white. After you 
create the duotone, you can 
convert the image back to 
the RGB or CMYK color mode 
or save it as a .psd in the 
duotone color mode.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY

←
Our maroon colors should never 
appear pink. Start with Redlands 
Maroon and white, then adjust to 
find a true maroon for the photo.
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Deeper 
discussions. 

Expanded  
perspectives.

Greater 
 understanding.

↑
Progress begins with digging 
into what we think we know.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

At the Redlands Graduate School of Theology, faith is understood through 
critical consciousness. You’re here to build a strong foundation of practice, 
perspective, and experience. Whether it’s unpacking the history of religious 
institutions or lending a hand to the local community, your studies are 
meant to bring God’s purpose of doing good into the realities of our world. It 
takes dedication to your work and an openness to what’s around you. 

THIS IS THEOLOGY IN ACTION.

duotones in 
Compositions

→
The Graduate School of Theology 
uses duotone photography 
to add depth and texture to 
compositions. Duotones also 
add warmth and context. Often 
the image isn’t immediately 
recognizable, so it allows us 
to layer on text and other 
information without making  
the composition feel busy.  
Our School has a special use  
for this graphic element:  
when we want to communicate 
the contemplative and deep 
nature of our program.

Note: The most successful duotones are 
applied to a colored background. Deep colors 
make the duotone subtle, and light colors 
make the duotone bold, but faded.
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Moverem forum mortiac vic 
turnultus demus. Catuis occit 
que a con vast oponstidet cas 
fac inam moere atquam es 
sena, condius satuam prae nis. 
Grarbes scion ses iamquost 
ina revis, nis quiusse tessolum 
que reca etiu ex norebultiu ete 
etimist. Roinium rem hoctod re 
tatus, vervide merfirm ihicit.

Bridging theological, cultural, and 
political divides requires a strong 
foundation, humility, and an open 
mind. As theologians, it’s in our 
nature to grow curious about 
the world and how we can better 
serve it. At Redlands, we welcome 
that curiosity and interest in 
putting it into action.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

Uproot long-
standing barriers. 
Cultivate greater 
understanding.

GROUNDING YOUR 
OWN BELIEFS. 

As a leader, systematic  
change starts with
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Bridging theological, cultural, and 
political divides requires a strong 
foundation, humility, and an open 
mind. As theologians, it’s in our 
nature to grow curious about 
the world and how we can better 
serve it. At Redlands, we welcome 
that curiosity and interest in 
putting it into action.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

As a leader, your work 
starts with grounding 
your own beliefs. 

GROUNDING YOUR 
OWN BELIEFS. 

As a leader, systematic  
change starts with
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Focus. Use a short depth of field and 
selective focus on tight and medium 
shots. Avoid motion blur.

Framing. Use large amounts of 
negative space when you know  
an image will need to accommodate  
the overlay of text in layouts.  
Avoid framing shots at odd or 
unnatural angles.

Subject. The ideal photos capture 
candid, authentic moments. Avoid 
overly posed or staged images. 
Subjects do not always need to be 
looking at the camera.

Markers. Avoid capturing outside 
brand logos on clothing, signs, and 
the like. If this can’t be controlled, it 
should be minimized when possible.

Lighting. Bright, natural, directional 
light is always preferred. Studio 
lighting should be subtle. The results 
can be desaturated and warm, or 
bright and soft. 

Variety. Photograph several options 
for focus and framing, to help build a 
strong library. For example: selective 
focus vs. full focus and short, 
medium, and wide framing options.

Abstraction. In our photography 
style, objects, spaces, and 
architecture on campus can be 
captured in a more abstract manner. 
Try focusing on the details and 
nuances rather than the entire 
structure.

Best practices
→

These style notes are a general 
guide to creating new photos for 
our library. Keep these issues 
in mind to achieve the types 
of images we are looking for 
in our communications. Some 
specific instances may break 
from these directives, but for 
general images that represent 
the Graduate School of Theology, 
follow these practices. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   →   PHOTOGRAPHY
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5
Bringing 
it to life

Use these examples as idea-generators for 

bringing our story to life and conveying who 

we are effectively and uniquely. 

↓



       TAKE THEM 
IN YOUR HANDS. 
HOLD THEM UP 
TO THE LIGHT.

The beliefs  
that brought 

you here: 

creative narrative
Graduate School of Theology
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Examine and question them alongside others.

creative narrative
Graduate School of Theology
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TO
 G

RO
W IN

 OUR PRACTICE AND IN OUR IDEAS.

Because as theologians,  
we’re always striving

We pursue God’s purpose, looking 
inward with a full spirit, and 
outward with an open heart.

creative narrative
Graduate School of Theology
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We ground ourselves  
in community and  

embrace all of God’s people  
and their experiences,

creative narrative
Graduate School of Theology
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SO THAT 
EVERYONE 

MAY 
FLOURISH.

We ground ourselves  
in community and  

embrace all of God’s people  
and their experiences,

creative narrative
Graduate School of Theology
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All to uproot  
long-standing barriers, 

cultivate greater 
understanding, 

creative narrative
Graduate School of Theology
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FOR
PROGRESS 

AND 
CHANGE. 

FOR
PROGRESS 

AND 
CHANGE. 

and to plant the seeds

creative narrative
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We are called to nurture  
a more just and loving world.

creative narrative
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THIS    IS     FAITH  
AT         WORK.

creative narrative
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THIS    IS 
THEOLOGY 

IN      ACTION.

creative narrative
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Graduate School of  
Theology
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Overview 
brochure

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE

Interfaith and interdisciplinary, 
the Graduate School of Theology 
(GST) prepares students for 
theological engagement, 
transformational impact, and 
active leadership in communities 
and public life. GST faculty 
members are committed to 
research and teaching that leads 
to expanded knowledge and a 
better world.  

Within the GST, a variety 
of degree programs and 
nondegree opportunities are 
offered through four divisions: 
San Francisco Theological 
Seminary; Shaw Chaplaincy 
Institute for Spiritual Care and 
Compassionate Leadership; 
Applied Wisdom Institute; 
and Center for Innovation in 
Ministry. A member of the 
Graduate Theological Union, one 
of the world’s largest multifaith 
educational consortiums, the 
GST also provides students 
with access to resources from 
institutions ranging from the 
Institute for Buddhist Studies 
to the University of California, 
Berkeley. 

The GST structure introduces 
new opportunities for students 
to engage in joint programs of 
study and bi-vocational degrees, 
combining a focus on spirituality 
and organizational leadership, 
pastoral care and counseling, 
worship and music. Ministry 
comes in many forms and can be 
applied across many professions.

Especially alongside those
with a different point of view.

IT TAKES COURAGE
TO SEEK OUT NEW IDEAS.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY

Chaplaincy∕ Spiritual Care Research 

Literacy Concentration

Executive Leadership 

Interdisciplinary Studies of Ministry

Pastoral Care and Counseling  

Pastor as Spiritual Leader

MASTER OF DIVINITY

History∕ Theology

Biblical Studies

Chaplaincy and Pastoral Care

Christian Spirituality

MASTER OF ARTS IN 

THEOLOGICAL STUDIES

Biblical Studies

History∕ Theology∕ Ethics

Ministry∕ Spirituality

Spiritual Care and Compassionate 

Leadership (Shaw Chaplaincy 

Institute)

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Certificate in LGBTQ Leadership

Certificate in Mental  

Health and Spirituality

Certificate in Trauma  

and Spiritual Care

Diploma in Chaplaincy  

and Spiritual Care  

Research Literacy

Diploma or Certificate in the  

Art of Spiritual Direction

We appreciate  
pluralism within 
and beyond 
Christianity. 
As theologians, it’s in our nature 
to grow in our practice and ideas. 
A strong foundation of faith is 
one that’s always evolving and 
recognizes the diversity of beliefs, 
identity, cultures, and backgrounds 
that exist in God’s image. 

ACADEMIC OVERVIEW  |  3

Welcome ministry,

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

San Francisco Theological Seminary

REDEFINED.
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U OF R GRADUATE SCHOOL  
OF THEOLOGY DIVISIONS

Cut text to even out columns?

Welcome 
your calling.

Take your spiritual studies 

to greater heights with 

leadership programs, 

certificates, service trips, 

and more.

GST programs are based in a 
picturesque campus in San Anselmo, 
California, just north of San 
Francisco, one of the most eclectic 
and exciting cities in the nation. The 
surrounding Marin County area is 
replete with redwood forests, wine 
vineyards, houseboat communities, 
and hundreds of miles of hiking and 
biking trails—serenity for the soul as 
you embark on new pathways.

The Graduate School of Theology 
(GST) was created in 2019, with 
the merger of the San Francisco 
Theological Seminary (SFTS) and 
the University of Redlands, a liberal 
arts, graduate, and professional 
school. The union brings together 
the best of two venerable 
institutions with a combined 250 
years of history, building on their 
common commitment to students, 
scholarship, and service.

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

At San Francisco Theological Seminary (SFTS), 
ecumenical Christian graduate programs inspire 
students to be a positive force for good in the 
world. SFTS strives to make the world a better 
place, not just for some, but for everyone. 
Originally founded in 1871, SFTS values dialogue 
and engagement with other religions and 
faith traditions. SFTS’s roots in the Reformed 
tradition of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
fosters faith-filled engagement in public life 
and service to others. All the GST’s graduate 
degree programs are offered through SFTS, 
with a variety of academic concentrations, 
diploma, and certificate programs available to 
students as well. 

Need title here; “divisions” sounds too negative?

ACADEMIC OVERVIEW  |  5

SHAW CHAPLAINCY INSTITUTE 

FOR SPIRITUAL CARE AND 

COMPASSIONATE LEADERSHIP 

The Shaw Chaplaincy Institute for Spiritual 
Care and Compassionate Leadership 
is a multicultural, interpersonal, and 
interfaith education program that 
provides opportunities for intellectual 
and inspirational development of religious 
leaders, spiritual care clinicians, health 
care professionals, and people in other 
service-oriented vocations. The Shaw 
Chaplaincy Institute is an ACPE-accredited 
Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) center, 
and one of the only CPE centers in 
the country at a seminary offering 

community-based chaplaincy sites, 
instead of training only in a hospital or 
military setting.

APPLIED WISDOM INSTITUTE 

The Applied Wisdom Institute (AWI) is 
built around the idea that combining 
wisdom, spirituality, and ethics is urgently 
needed in a constantly changing political 
and technological climate. The institute 
provides certificate programs for 
emerging leaders to apply their passion 
for social change to real-world projects 
and community action. The focus of AWI is 
“wisdom in doing, and doing in wisdom.” 

CENTER FOR INNOVATION IN MINISTRY

AWI grew out of the Center for Innovation 
in Ministry, which brings the tools of 
ministry to actively embrace social 
suffering and heal divides outside the 
walls of the graduate school. Systemic 
and behavioral change requires the 
spiritual tools of deep compassion and 
collaboration to understand and work 
through opposing points of view. The 
Center embraces this work by discovering, 
creating, and incubating community 
collaborations that address pervasive 
social challenges.

4  |  GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
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CHAPLAINCY AND 
SPIRITUAL CARE

OPEN STUDIESFOUNDATIONAL 
MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER OF DIVINITY

The M.Div. is the foundational degree for 
ministry and is required for ordination in 
many Christian traditions. A Master of 
Divinity degree prepares students for church 
ordination or to pursue other professional 
ministries where advanced leadership skills 
are essential. 

→  Three years full-time (with the option  
to add a full-year internship); up to six 
years part-time

→  24 courses; 72 units 

→  Competence in one Biblical language

→  Field education consisting of  
Clinical Pastoral Education or a  
ministry internship 

MASTER OF ARTS IN 

THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 

Ideal for personal enrichment or professional 
development. This two-year degree program 
is one of our more flexible degrees, providing 
balanced exposure to the theological 
disciplines while allowing for focus on an area 
of interest. 

→  Two years full-time; up to four years  
part-time

→  16 courses; 48 units

COMMON MASTER OF ARTS (M.A.) 

AT THE GTU

Affiliated with SFTS, this two-year intensive 
program focuses on one theological discipline 
and draws on a close working relationship 
with a faculty advisor in an area of study. This 
is a good choice for those who plan to pursue 
doctoral studies or who wish to fine-tune 
scholarship in a specific area. 

→  Two years full-time; up to four years  
part-time

→  16 courses; 48 units

CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUCATION

The Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) 
program is offered for pastors, religious 
professionals, theology students, and 
qualified laypersons who seek further 
development of their pastoral skills. Students 
learn how to integrate knowledge from 
theological, psychological, and social science 
disciplines into the practice of pastoral 
ministry. The Shaw Chaplaincy Institute 
offers a Supervisory Education Fellowship to 
one student preparing to become a certified 
ACPE supervisor. It is fully accredited to offer 
Level I, Level II, and Supervisory CPEs.

DIPLOMA IN CHAPLAINCY AND 

SPIRITUAL CARE RESEARCH LITERACY

Clinical pastoral educators, board-certified 
chaplains, and those seeking professional 
chaplaincy vocations often work in research-
based care environments where they are 
increasingly asked to provide research-based 
practices that contribute to improvement in 
delivery of care. This diploma is designed to  
equip chaplains, spiritual care providers, and 
pastoral care educators with the tools they  
need to work alongside interdisciplinary  
colleagues to develop practices informed by 
scientific inquiry and design and implement  
their own evidence-based research.

CERTIFICATE IN TRAUMA AND 

SPIRITUAL CARE 

This intensive program through SFTS 
combines crisis intervention training 
and trauma counseling education for 
working professionals in both clinical and 
pastoral settings, as well as providing a 
comprehensive set of skills to help trauma 
survivors recover from their experiences.

CERTIFICATE IN MENTAL HEALTH 

AND SPIRITUALITY

Designed for working professionals, the 
certificate is built upon six online seminars  
that ground participants in the connection 
between spirit and health and then go 
deeper into topics including chronic illness, 
bereavement, bipolar faith, healing, and  
clinical practice. 

CERTIFICATE IN LGBTQ LEADERSHIP 

Designed for mission-driven individuals, 
aspiring leaders, teachers, and community 
activists committed to allying with LGBTQ 
communities, this certificate will connect 
you to mission-driven LGBTQ thought leaders 
and organizations while you develop the skills 
to ignite positive social transformation.

CONTINUING STUDIES  
IN SPIRITUAL DIRECTION 
AND FORMATION
DIPLOMA IN THE ART OF 

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION 

The Diploma in the Art of Spiritual Direction 
(D.A.S.D.) prepares individuals, both ordained 
and non-ordained, for the ministry of 
spiritual direction. We blend challenging 
academic work with time for retreat, worship, 
celebration, prayer, and contemplation of 
God’s presence in our lives.

→  Minimum two years, but classes may be 
taken at your own pace

→  Five week-long sessions 

→  Five 1.5-unit online courses that are 
available in conjunction with each retreat 

→  Readings and short papers 

→  Practice of contemplative listening 

→  Two years of supervised practice of  
one-on-one spiritual direction 

→  Ongoing work with a spiritual director

CERTIFICATE IN SPIRITUAL 

DIRECTION AND FORMATION

In this program, students undertake serious 
study and practical training as a spiritual 
director or as a guide for individuals and 
communities seeking spiritual formation. 
Challenging academic work is combined with 
time for retreat, worship, celebration, prayer, 
and contemplation of God’s presence in  
our lives.

Certificate requirements 

→  Four classes

→  Written reflections on assigned readings

→  Course requirements that can be 
completed in 13 months

→  Ongoing work with a spiritual director

ACADEMIC OVERVIEW

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY

The D.Min. is committed to excellence and 
innovation in ministry, which combines 
academic distinction with a pragmatic 
focus. Our collaborative environment is an 
incubator for the research and development 
of alternative understandings, new tools, 
and novel resources for ministry in a rapidly 
changing world.

→ Up to five years 

→ Six courses 

→ Final dissertation/project

DIPLOMA IN ADVANCED 

PASTORAL STUDIES

This diploma program is for those who seek 
to deepen their knowledge and broaden their 
ministry skills through a structured course 
of study like that of the D.Min. program, 
but does not require a dissertation or final 
project. Students may participate in any 
of the D.Min. courses, and the January 
and Summer intensive seminars as well. 
The diploma is granted upon satisfactory 
completion of six D.Min. courses.

CONTINUING EDUCATION 

FOR MINISTRY

Continuing education opportunities are  
offered each year through the Advanced 
Pastoral Studies program. Doctoral-level 
seminars are also offered as continuing 
education seminars for pastors, chaplains, 
and other religious professionals with an 
M.Div. or equivalent and at least three years 
of professional experience. Courses are 
offered in the January Intersession and 
the Summer Session in one- or two-week 
formats.

ADVANCED DOCTORAL 
AND PASTORAL STUDIES Register for open studies at  

www.redlands.edu/awi

ACADEMIC OVERVIEW  |  2322  |  GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Apply today at

gpe.redlands.edu/apply

PUT YOUR 
PASSION  

INTO ACTION! 
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Moverem forum mortiac vic 
turnultus demus. Catuis occit 
que a con vast oponstidet cas 
fac inam moere atquam es 
sena, condius satuam prae nis. 
Grarbes scion ses iamquost 
ina revis, nis quiusse tessolum 
que reca etiu ex norebultiu ete 
etimist. Roinium rem hoctod re 
tatus, vervide merfirm ihicit.

Bridging theological, cultural, and 
political divides requires a strong 
foundation, humility, and an open 
mind. As theologians, it’s in our 
nature to grow curious about 
the world and how we can better 
serve it. At Redlands, we welcome 
that curiosity and interest in 
putting it into action.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

Uproot long-
standing barriers. 
Cultivate greater 
understanding.

GROUNDING YOUR 
OWN BELIEFS. 

As a leader, systematic  
change starts with

GROW     IN 
YOUR 

PRACTICE.
SO THAT   

ALL        MAY   
FLOURISH.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Master of Divinity

Master of divinity 
brochure
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Moverem forum mortiac vic 
turnultus demus. Catuis occit 
que a con vast oponstidet cas 
fac inam moere atquam es 
sena, condius satuam prae nis. 
Grarbes scion ses iamquost 
ina revis, nis quiusse tessolum 
que reca etiu ex norebultiu ete 
etimist. Roinium rem hoctod re 
tatus, vervide merfirm ihicit.

Bridging theological, cultural, and 
political divides requires a strong 
foundation, humility, and an open 
mind. As theologians, it’s in our 
nature to grow curious about 
the world and how we can better 
serve it. At Redlands, we welcome 
that curiosity and interest in 
putting it into action.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

As a leader, your work 
starts with grounding 
your own beliefs. 

GROUNDING YOUR 
OWN BELIEFS. 

As a leader, systematic  
change starts with

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

Concentrations

Master of divinity 
brochure
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Moverem forum mortiac vic 
turnultus demus. Catuis occit 
que a con vast oponstidet cas 
fac inam moere atquam es 
sena, condius satuam prae nis. 
Grarbes scion ses iamquost 
ina revis, nis quiusse tessolum 
que reca etiu ex norebultiu ete 
etimist. Roinium rem hoctod re 
tatus, vervide merfirm ihicit.

Bridging theological, cultural, and 
political divides requires a strong 
foundation, humility, and an open 
mind. As theologians, it’s in our 
nature to grow curious about 
the world and how we can better 
serve it. At Redlands, we welcome 
that curiosity and interest in 
putting it into action.

Beat webit quia 
non numendiae 
simil in conem 
unitiesd.

As a leader, your work 
starts with grounding 
your own beliefs. 

GROUNDING YOUR 
OWN BELIEFS. 

As a leader, systematic  
change starts with

SAN FRANCISCO THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

History and Theology
Moest illoribus am a consequ idemoluptur 
rem aut am sapis acerorerro coria quis 
sit dus. Alique ellitatiore, cus essimusae. 
Et et est, nit que volupta temporum ulla 
eiuntiberum ra quia aut quiduscilia quid  
et es net explit quissimus ma nullation 
repram dolorerum.

Chaplaincy & Pastoral Care
Fugiam to eliquae conem fugiam, tent, 
quost, ommoditae comnimi ncium, con 
reperspel eaquid que endam fuga. Ita 
nonsequi dem disitae plia non conem es 
disciis derorat umquis demporeribus im 
volore quae nobit volupti issequae digniende 
issequae digniende.

Biblical Studies
Mucium, con reperspel eaquid que est 
quod qui ut latem ut volecullor audam es 
cumendam fuga. Ita nonsequi dem disitae 
plia non conem es disciis derorat umquis 
demporeribus im volore quae nobit volupti 
issequae digniende nobit labor ratur.

Christian Spirituality
Uma dolupta ide nobis dolores simolore, num 
con poritis ut dia nis ditatur endanit alignihil 
magnis eostiandae sollacil ipsam etur, eaquae 
volut quodi omnisqu aspicil il molorest aut pe 
laut lam sit velluptam, to bea vereratius et rem 
sinctur andenim quas dolut qui consequistem 
quaerro ex es nonet voluptium volupturiate. 
Ficiet ad mos erorepu dicateml eaquid que 
est quod qui ut latem ut volecullor audam es 
cumendam fuga. Ita nonsequi dem disitae plia 
non con nobit volupti issequae digniende nobit 
labor ratur. Parumquo ius eatiore net el ma santis 
quid ut labor restrum, ommodisto.

Nultum temnem puliem 
qua co ut verissimus, 
uteri pero quiderum 
dum in susperuntis 
nostem iussendem 
pulicat issimentem fue 
iam ent nereocid.
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Deeper 
discussions. 

Expanded  
perspectives.

Greater 
 understanding.

↑
Progress begins with digging 
into what we think we know.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

At the Redlands Graduate School of Theology, faith is understood through 
critical consciousness. You’re here to build a strong foundation of practice, 
perspective, and experience. Whether it’s unpacking the history of religious 
institutions or lending a hand to the local community, your studies are 
meant to bring God’s purpose of doing good into the realities of our world. It 
takes dedication to your work and an openness to what’s around you. 

THIS IS THEOLOGY IN ACTION.

Print ad SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Learn. 
Question. 

Grow. 

LEARN MORE →

    THIS IS FAITH  
AT WORK.  

Digital ad SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Study. 
Practice. 
Innovate.

LEARN MORE →

    THIS IS THEOLOGY 
IN ACTION.  

Digital ad SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Explore.  
Engage.  

Collaborate. 

LEARN MORE →

    THIS IS THE NATURE  
OF OUR STUDIES.   

Digital ad SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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